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Abstract 
This paper challenges the idea that the conventional financial sector either 
innovates or diversifies risk. To understand diversification of risk and the 
true nature of innovation in finance, this paper distinguishes between risk 
spreading and risk sharing. Risk spreading characterises conventional finance 
and risk sharing characterises Islamic finance. We argue that the case for Is-
lamic type financing in the sense of risk sharing is a safer approach and over-
whelming for governments, regulators and for financial institutions that con-
sider themselves innovators in an historic sense, contributors to society rather 
than greedy acquisitors of personal wealth. Effectively, innovation according 
to the originate and distribution model of banking amounts to (a) a wealth 
transfer from the rest of the world to people in financial sectors, mostly in 
developed economies and/or (b) asset depreciation/default. We are describing 
a situation rather like that described by the story told to children about the 
emperor having no clothes. In the story, an emperor, suffering from an excess 
of pride or insecurity, is manipulated by an exploitive tailor into believing he 
has been supplied with magnificent robes that only the privileged and enligh-
tened can see. No one dares to believe their own eyes that tell them unequi-
vocally that the emperor is naked, except a child, who blurts out: “why is the 
emperor naked?” Why is there not a similar response to the nakedness of the 
financial sector, when its contribution, nationally and internationally has 
been so massively negative? We argue that one of the reasons is that we, 
meaning governments, regulators, bankers and the rest of us, are mostly di-
vided into three groups; those who understand the mathematics of finance 
but not financial institutions, those who understand financial institutions but 
not the mathematics of finance and those who understand neither. The pur-
pose of this paper is to examine conventional finance risk diversification and 
compare it to the Islamic finance risk sharing approach. The findings of this 
paper demonstrate that the Islamic finance risk sharing approach is safer. 
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1. Introduction 

Undoubtedly, the growth of national financial sectors has been critical to na-
tional economic growth historically. [1] found “a positive, significant, and cor-
relation between the average annual rate of real per capita GDP growth and the 
average level of financial sector development”, but globalisation and the rise of 
the originate and distribute model of banking have changed the role of financial 
sectors entirely. Beyond a certain critical size, the contribution of financial sec-
tors to society becomes like that of a public good [2]. Their contribution de-
pends on their existence rather than their size (in asset or income values) but 
beyond a certain critical size, conventional financial sectors become dysfunc-
tional and make a negative contribution he estimates of the cost of 2008 financial 
crisis range somewhere between $60 trillion and $200 trillion [3] [4]. 

Criticality can be measured and predicted by 1) the size of financial sectors relative 
to the size of national economies i.e. in 2013 the financial sector contributed 20% to 
US GDP, 8.3% in 2006, 4.9% in 1980 and 2.8% in 1950 and 2) the degree of interde-
pendence between financial sectors internationally. That critical point has been 
reached and exceeded, making the next financial crisis originating in conventional 
financial sectors inevitable. Yet governments have backed away from measures that 
would alleviate the problem. We are faced with massive ignorance about what a fi-
nancial sector actually does, both by those outside and inside financial sectors. 

Once the financial sectors have gone beyond a critical size, banks don’t really 
innovate or spread risks. Beyond that point, innovation means expanding the 
range of securities, mainly debt: leveraging financial assets against other finan-
cial assets. It is argued that diversified portfolios spread risk, beyond the critical 
point they don’t. If everyone holds the perfectly diversified portfolio; the portfo-
lio that corresponds to the market portfolio, when the market fails, everyone 
fails, and once we incorporate feedbacks into financial networks it is inevitable 
that when one part of an innovative financial system (equivalently a heavily le-
veraged financial system) fails, the entire (global) financial system fails and fail-
ure percolates throughout other sectors in the global economy. Risk is a public 
good. One institution’s diversification of risk does not reduce risk; it merely 
spreads it more widely and disastrously. 

The discourses of Islamic and conventional finance differ. According to the 
principles of Islamic finance, there is no separation of the spiritual and the secu-
lar. Islamic finance is explicitly concerned with spiritual values and social justice, 
in contrast to conventional finance, which is based on the maximisation of indi-
vidual utility, welfare and choice, as expressed for example in the shareholder 
value model. A fundamental principle of Islamic finance is the prohibition of 
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riba (usury). The most prevalent method of risk management is risk sharing by 
Mudaraba or Musharaka profit and loss sharing, compensation to lenders is in 
accord with an agreed ratio of the profit/loss outcome of an investment project. 
The discourse of Islam involves: 1) equity rather than debt, 2) financing in strict 
relation to tangible assets rather than leverage, 3) transparency and information 
sharing between investor and the manager, 4) diversification of risk by risk 
sharing. In contrast, the discourse of conventional finance failed due to: 1) ex-
cess debt, 2) overleveraging of assets, 3) excessive securitization and creation of 
new assets that were neither transparent nor understood and 4) diversification of 
risk, based on unreal models, all leading to massive systemic risk, the too big to 
fail problem and the need for bailouts. 

The principles of Islamic finance differentiate it from conventional finance 
and thus it would seem likely to be removed from the corresponding crises of 
conventional finance. In reality, this is not the case1 [5]. As globalisation prevails 
financial institutions, economies are increasingly interdependent, preventing the 
de-coupling of the Islamic and conventional finance systems. Additionally, re-
cession effects growth, employment, trade and equities. Islamic finance can only 
be insulated if institutions under conventional finance adopt a regulatory system 
that insists effectively on: 1) increasing the asset base of banks; 2) reducing lev-
erage; 3) relating it to investment risk and 4) greater transparency. These meas-
ures will align the two discourses, moving conventional finance closer to the 
principles of Islam. In a sense these requirements are merely cosmetic and we 
are not confident that a sufficient degree of co-operation exists for supervisory 
change. The debate regarding traditional finance has been a priority among 
regulators, researcher/academics, politician and practitioner in order to try and 
avoid the next financial crisis. A more central necessity for real improvement to 
the financial industry is to rebuild the current separation between spiritual and 
the secular, reducing the weight of the corporate profit maximisation and in-
creasing the focus on social justice. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section (I) is a background to the subject 
and provides the purpose of this paper which is examining the conventional 
versus the Islamic banks risk diversification. Section (II) provides an overview of 
the financial crisis narrative. Section (III) outlines how the ideology of the con-
ventional discourse of finance has changed in practice and compares it to Is-
lamic economic thoughts. Section (IV) illustrates some differences between Is-
lamic and conventional finance in terms of risk sharing instruments using a 
comparison approach between conventional and Islamic mortgages. Section (V) 
contains the discussion and conclusions. 

2. Financial Crisis Narrative 

Over the last 30 years, governments in mature economies have placed excessive 

 

 

1Nakheel, owned by Dubai World, restructured its $980 million Sukuk. Investment Dar, the Kuwaiti 
Islamic investment firm, defaulted on its $100 million Sukuk and Nakheel, the real-estate subsidiary 
of Dubai World, was bailed out by Abu Dhabi on its $3.5 billion Sukuk. 
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emphasis on maximization of corporate profit and attachment to material wants. 
More and yet more emphasis on consumer choice and consumption have be-
come primary goals. This has led to living beyond means in the public, house-
hold and government sectors. Consequently, there has been a phenomenal rise 
in debt, US debt in February 2019 exceeded $22 trillion with debt to GDP 104%. 
Even the United States, the richest country in the world, has become the most 
indebted (currently in a deficit crisis). 

The current phase of globalisation emerged from positive feedbacks in final 25 
years of the twentieth century between finance, deregulated finance, technology 
and globalization [6]. In 2004 the securities and exchange commission (SEC) 
permitted investment banks to increase their leverage from 10 to 1 to 30 to 1 
shortly before its collapse, leverage at Lehman Brothers was at 44 to 1 with $748 
billion in assets standing atop $17 billion in equity [7]. Citigroup 56 to 1, Bank of 
America 38 to 1 and GE 54 to 1. Funded technology and innovation (since 
1980’s financial institutions have engaged in a massive effort to hire PhD gradu-
ates in physics, engineering, business analytics and mathematics to create in-
creasingly complex and highly lucrative new financial instruments) has resulted 
in increased output, productivity and shorter product cycles. Firms needed 
global demand to absorb their increased output and global finance to fund in-
novation and the purchasing power plus cheap labour, supplied globally, to be 
cost-competitive. 

3. Chicago versus Islamic Economics 

In this section, we begin by comparing two discourses and then outline how the 
ideology of the conventional discourse of finance has changed in practice, al-
though policymakers are largely in denial of the change. [8] divides the history 
of the Chicago School into 3 periods. The Chicago approach to economics is ex-
traordinarily coherent and that is the root of both its attraction and its decep-
tion. Brilliant extensions of Alfred Marshall’s economics are contained in [9] 
[10]. The arguments of both of these texts are hedged by careful assumptions 
that rarely apply completely to actual situations, but these assumptions are too 
easily passed over by MBA students looking for facile, unambiguous solutions to 
complex problems. 

3.1. Comparisons 

Although the latest crisis appears to originate in the financial sector, the origins 
are much deeper. Capitalism and the relentless search for competitive advantage, 
has resulted in huge volumes and variety of goods and services. Demand has to 
keep pace with supply, which marketers seem to understand, but economists 
have ignored. Over the last twenty years, the manic search by firms for competi-
tive advantage has been most marked in the speculative mentality of the finan-
cial sector, creating towers of debt based on speculation. At the most general 
level, the contrasting feature of the discourses is that what we have classified as 
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Chicago economics is essentially anthropomorphic, people-centered: whilst the 
tenet, central to Islam, is that God is the Creator and ultimate Owner of wealth, 
and people are vicegerents, who should use the gift of wealth, only as His trus-
tees [11]. 

Globally there is both a liquidity crisis (a credit crunch or what Keynes called 
a liquidity trap) and more seriously an insolvency crisis. Many of the assump-
tions or conventional wisdom about business and economics, treated over the 
last 25 years as self-evident truths have been falsified, but obstinately remain 
dominant in the discourse. 

The main propositions of the Chicago School that have been so influential 
since the 1950’s are described in Table 1, proposition markets for goods, ser-
vices, and factors of production are said to be efficient in that they maximise all 
possible benefits from trade and free exchange (Pareto optimality). Stock mar-
kets are efficient in that stock prices incorporate all relevant information (infor-
mation efficiency) about a firm, so that stock prices follow a random walk. 
Propositions 2 and 3 follow from 1 and lead to the textbook supply and demand 
that if prices (including wages and interest rates) are flexible there should be full 
employment. In fact, markets are not efficient informationally and often lead to 
persistent unemployment. Proposition 4 follows from the judgement that the 
role of firms is to maximise shareholder value. Proposition 5 is embedded in 
supply-side explanations of economic growth. Proposition 6, decision theory 
based on rational expectations assumes that 1) individuals, acting rationally, use 
all the information they have to maximise their utility and 2) that everyone has 
access to the same information. In fact, 1) irrationality is apparent in markets 
everywhere: in mortgages, in securitisation, derivatives and banking generally 
(even self-styled wizards, behave stupidly) and 2) individuals had access to dif-
ferent information. 

Proposition 6, the role of governments, via the central bank, should be limited 
to keeping money supply growth in line with real growth of the economy this is  

 
Table 1. Falsified Chicago propositions. 

1) that markets are efficient 

2) that capitalism can be deregulated effectively 

3) that government intervention is inefficient 

4) that the goal of firms is to seek competitive advantage 

5) that it is supply rather than demand that matters 

6) that reliance on monetary policy can cure depressions 

7) that the probability of extreme events can be ignored 

8) that aggregate risk can be diversified away 

9) that the financial sector creates wealth 

10) that the concern of globalization should be growth not distribution 

11) that world growth rates years are sustainable indefinitely 
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the classic statement by [12]. The credit crunch is a liquidity trap in which 
monetary policy does not work. Increases in the money supply, (quantitative 
easing) are either hoarded or lent at usurious rates; stimulating erratic asset price 
fluctuations. 

Proposition 7 more or less rules out extreme events in financial markets: 1) by 
assuming that, in aggregate, financial market prices follow a normal (Gaussian) 
distribution, with limited variance, 2) constructing the price of complex assets 
on models that used too little data, and 3) relying on recent data that reflected 
(in an upswing of the cycle) that usually reflected rising prices. [13] [14] identify 
financial markets with fat-tailed distributions that accept that extreme events 
occur with great frequency. [15] draws on secondary data and finds 117 systemic 
banking crises in 93 countries between 1970 and 2003: 27 of them raising public 
debt by more than 10% of debt to GDP. [14] [16] both agree that large amounts 
of data are necessary to obtain the face of extreme events, much larger than is 
usually the case. In a fat-tailed distribution the tail come to zero bit by bit than 
exponentially; [ ]Pr X x> ; ( )1x α− + ,  x→∞ , 0α >  for a thin tail distribution 

0α = .  
Contrary to proposition 8, the recent financial crisis reveals that neither fi-

nancial nor market risks are a private good but are public, since all market play-
ers are exposed to systematic risk which is uncontrollable and impacts large 
markets, thus it cannot be reduced through diversification (it is an insurable 
risk). Bailouts are eventually financed out of taxes consequentially government 
deficits increase although this can be recovered through raising taxes, spending 
cuts, borrowing money and subsequent interest rate increases. 

On Proposition 9, value created by the financial sector has, in our view, been 
vastly exaggerated by its own discourse. Basic roles are to redistribute savings 
and consumption over time, channel investment to high return uses, hedge risk 
and organize liquidity. Apart from these functions, it operates as a casino, mak-
ing the notion of market efficiency rather ridiculous. Remuneration systems in 
banks provide incentives to take too much risk, and obscure reflection on flaws 
in their models. Poor regulation and greed explain the abusive lending practices 
that were so large a part of this crisis, of past crises and will be a large part of fu-
ture crises see [15] [17] [18] [19] chart the long history of repetitive financial 
crises. 

Propositions 10 and 11 recall the contrast between the discourse of conven-
tional finance which separates the secular and the spiritual and the principles of 
Islamic finance, one of whose purposes is to moderate differences in income, 
wealth and may pursue wealth but as trustees of God [11]. 

Our comments are reflections on the pragmatism of the Islamic finance prin-
ciples, that of itself, money, without appropriate effort, does not create wealth. 
Instead of “no risk, no gain” there is gain only if prepared to share the risk. 
Markets are central to Islam, but one role of the Islamic state, is that of protec-
tion, which includes necessary regulation. Ethical behaviour is a requirement of 
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secular or business activity. [11] requires obedience to God, his Prophet and 
their rules contradicting the anthropo-centrism of Chicago economics. 

The effect of liquidity traps on interest rate (IR) has another dimension. With 
conventional finance in the west, as excess stock and unemployment rise, asset de-
flation occurs. While central banks may reduce federal base rates, the real (IR) will 
still increase as the (IR) is the nominal rate minus inflation. Liquidity thus does not 
reach businesses as financial institutions are to share the business risk, banks are 
averse to business risk and quantitative easing promised by Ponzi financing in-
creases the price of financial assets, debt and equities. Thus, the global crisis wors-
ens as debt increases, real (IR) increases and the burden of debt upsurges. 

3.2. Risk and the Shadow of Default 

One of the misconceptions of conventional finance is that risk, in the aggregate, 
can be diversified away. On the contrary risk, in aggregate, cannot be reduced. It 
can only be shared. Modern financial institutions are interdependent and this 
has always been the case, but in the global economy and as a result of the origi-
nal and distributed model, it is even more prevalent. All risk is systemic, and a 
public good arising from the nature of time and uncertainty (as opposed to a 
private good) is non-excludable and non-rival, non excludable because everyone 
is affected by it; non rival because one person’s experience of it does not reduce the 
experience of others. Hence risk can only be diversified or shared, not reduced. 

4. Conventional and Islamic Finance Demonstrate 

Figure 1, illustrate some dissimilarities among Islamic and conventional finance.  
 

 
Figure 1. Assets at time T log scale. 
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It is an aggregate picture, measured on log scales. In the diagram, the horizontal 
axis shows the value of assets currently ( )A T , the vertical axis shows their 
value in a growing economy at some time in the future ( )A T N+ , given an ex-
ponential rate of sustainable growth K, represented by the slope of the line 

( ) ( )0log log logXY A T N A K A T+ = +  we presume the increase of K is a long 
term average through a stochastic component that amounts to zero over time. 

At time T, sustainable leverage achieves sustainable growth given by XZ. The 
sustainable leverage, ab in Figure 1 is a multiple of the tangible asset base and is 
determined by attitude to risk. The tangible asset base is defined to include both 
human and physical capital and is taken to be measured by the horizontal axis, 
by the line segment ( )A T a↔ . We call capabilities collectively, A. The sus-
tainable leverage ab results in asset growth bc, in the time interval 1T T N↔ + . 
This sustainable leverage is generally a multiple of the tangible asset base: in Is-
lamic finance this depends on the value of enterprise. If we assume that sustain-
able leverage is a constant proportion of assets, in value terms, it will increase as 
assets grow, but at the current asset value, it will pass through a 45-degree line 
from the origin. The 45-degree, with assets ( )A T  line is omitted in the dia-
gram. In a non-Islamic setting sustainable leverage should be no different (but 
we qualify this in a moment). 

Assuming that growth is not a stochastic event, normally distributed, with 
limited variance over a trend rate K but instead assume events in financial mar-
kets are fat-tailed, with crisis events being frequent features; it seems that we do 
not learn from former crises as seen in [15] [17] [18] [19]. If we assume crises 
have a long term impact, the sustainable growth line’s slope will slow to K* per-
manently (K* < K). Then we have an insolvency crisis, measured by fd, an asset 
deficiency in the face of the leverage ae. A balance sheet depression occurs as 
businesses try to deleverage and thus the previously mentioned sequence of 
events follows. 

4.1. Islamic Finance Risk/Reward Sharing 

Risk/reward sharing instruments are largely similar to conventional private eq-
uity, venture capital and direct investment type investments in which the inves-
tor takes a business risk in the enterprise. In return for taking a risk, the investor 
shares in the profits, but is also exposed to losses in the event the enterprise is 
unsuccessful. Islamic finance replaces interest-based transactions by re-
turn-based transactions contracts, often in the form of partnerships. Here, prof-
its are shared on a predetermined basis between investors and the bank. This 
risk and reward sharing implies that the profitability of the physical investment 
is of significance for the Islamic bank, that is the creditor. In the next section, we 
compare the Islamic with the conventional mortgage. 

4.2. Conventional Mortgage 

Let’s assume a home loan of £100 k with 30 years mortgage a 10% deposit, an 
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annual interest rate of 8%. The PMT would be £660.39 each month which con-
sist of principal and interest. The total payment of £237,740 paid to the bank in-
cludes £147,740 interest payment. Table 2 below illustrates the summary of the 
home loan. 

4.3. Islamic Ijara (Leasing) Mortgages 

The distinguishing features of an Ijara mortgage are risk sharing and joint own-
ership of the property in question from the outset. For example, under the Ijara 
based mortgage if the client (the borrower) contributes 10% of purchase price 
and the Islamic bank the remaining 90% the client thus has a 10% stake in the 
property and the bank 90% (Diagram 1). 

4.4. Ijara Based Mortgage Mathematic Model 

We will highlight the different features of Ijara mortgage by developing a 
mathematic model. ( )X t  is the client shares in the property at time (t), and the 
changes in shares is ( )X t∆  

The clients’ payments as a proportion of the original price plus the change in 
the house price are written as ( )S t  

( ) ( )
0 0 Client s initial deposit at Total rent payemnts from 

Purchase property price fees Present house price Purchase property price
S t

t t+
=

+ + −
’

 
We can represent this as shown below: 

Client payment as proportion ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0

0

0 0

rent
T

t t
CD t t

S t
H t M t H t H t

=

+
=
   + + −   

∑
 

The client’s share of the house over time then becomes ( )X t  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0H t H tX t S t S t  − = +                    (1) 

 
Table 2. Conventional mortgage. 

N Monthly Payment £ Interest £ Principal £ Balance after Payment £ 

1 660.39 660.00 60.39 89,939 

2 660.39 599.60 60.79 89,878 

3 660.39 99.19 61.20 89,817 

….     

120 660.39 527.13 133.16 78,951 

….     

240 660.39 384.83 295.56 54,428 

….     

359 660.39 8.70 651.69 653.09 

360 660.39 7.30 653.09 0.00 

Total 237,740 147,740 90,000  
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Diagram 1. Ijara based mortgage. 

 
Here ( )0H t , ( )H t , ( )M t  and ( )0CD t  denote the initial ( )0H t  and 

terminal house price ( )H t , the fee ( )M t  and the client deposit ( )0CD t . 
Clearly the Banks share at any time t is  

( )1 X t−                            (2) 

The rent is calculated as follows: 

( ) ( )
0

Rent Wage index Rent2%
T

t t
tt

=

= + = ∑
 

The risk to be shared is denoted ( ) ( )0H t H t −  . The closer the client is to 
pay off the mortgage the bigger the risk to the client. The further the client is 
from paying off the mortgage and the smaller the initial deposit the bigger the 
risk faced by the bank. 

The mark up = ( )M t  represents bank management fees, associated costs 
and a margin determined by negotiation between the bank and the client. 
Clearly the outcome of negation about the margin depends on the relative bar-
gaining strength of the two parties, which in turn is determined by the degree of 
competitiveness of the market. In so far as the Islamic mortgage market is a dis-
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tinct segment, then relative scarcity of Islamic finance favours the banks. 
In the event of client being unable to meet commitments at a terminal date t, 

the client  

gains/losses is ( ) ( ) ( )0H t H tS t  −   and the bank gains/losses is ( ) ( ) ( )01 H t H tS t  − −  (3) 

The changes (increase) in the client shares is  

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
0

0 0

rent
T

t t
t

X t
H t M H t H t

=∆ =
   + + −   

∑
              (4) 

In this example, the issue of riba in terms of Riba (usury) could be said to re-
side in the size of ( )M t  to the extent that ( )M t  includes a monopoly rent it 
can be said to be usurious. 

Again if we define interest arithmetically, purely as a rate of accumulation on 
a given expenditure, the banks arithmetic interest, BR  on the transaction is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )
0

0

0

rent
T

t t
B

CD t t H t H t
R

H t
=

 + + − 
=

∑

 
Note that this is a real rate of arithmetic interest since the initial house price 

appears on the denominator as well as the numerator. 
We now continue our discussion of mortgages since they throw light upon the 

nature of a significant and growing sector of the Islamic equity-based market. 
Let’s assume an Ijara mortgage of £100 k, the client (borrower) contributes 10% 
or £10 k and the bank contributes £90 k, under this partnership both the client 
and the bank are thus co-owner of the property and in the case that the client 
chooses to rent the property he/she must pay rent to the owners. The client has 
an open option to increase his/her ownership in the property by purchasing the 
other owners (bank) shares in the property which leads to the client proportion-
ate shares in the property increasing whilst the bank’s shares in the property de-
crease. 

Table 3 below illustrates an abridged amortization in Ijara based mortgage, 
assuming that the property monthly rent is equal to the conventional monthly 
payment of £660.39. The bank will receive 90% of the monthly rent and the cli-
ent will receive 10% out of the monthly rent as co-owner which, he/she can use 
to increase his/her share ownership in the property, in this case, the client will 
fully own the property after 350 payments (N), having paid a total rent of 
£231,018. This will lead to a saving of £6000 or 4.1% when compared to the con-
ventional mortgage example in Table 2. 

From the demonstration of the Islamic and the conventional mortgages above, 
we can conclude that the main difference between the two mortgages is that the 
former is based on sharing the equity and the risk as both the client and the bank 
share the ownership of the property and the conventional mortgage is based on 
debit and transferring/spreading the risk as the client owns all the equity and has  
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Table 3. Ijara based (shared equity) mortgage. 

N 
Payment 

(£) 
Client 

Share (£) 
Bank 

Share (£) 
Client 
Equity 

Client 
Equity (%) 

Bank Equity 
(£) 

Bank Equity 
(%) 

1 660.39 60.05 594.36 10,067 10.07 89,933 89.93 

2 660.39 60.48 593.91 10,132 10.13 89,867 89.87 

3 660.39 66.91 593.48 10,199 10.20 89,800 89.80 

…        

24 660.39 76.83 583.56 11,711 11.71 8288 88.29 

….        

120 660.39 144.54 515.85 22,030 22.03 77,969 77.97 

…        

240 660.39 318.43 341.96 48,536 48.54 51,463 51.46 

…        

359 660.39 652.52 7.87 99,461 99.46 538.63 0.54 

360 660.39 538.63 3.56 100,000 100 0.00 0.00 

Total 231,018       

 
a secured bank loan against the value of the property and his/her assets in case of 
a short fall. The risk sharing distinguishes the Sharia compliance mortgage mar-
ket, which is at the heart of the debate on Riba (usury). 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, it was seen that conventional banking systems 
were intrinsically prone to instability because liabilities (short-term deposits) 
and assets (long-term investments) would consistently be mismatched maturity 
wise [17]. As the nominal values of liabilities are guaranteed, but the nominal 
value of assets are not, when the maturity mismatch inevitably becomes a prob-
lem banks aim for more deposits by offering higher interest rates. There is thus 
always the possibility that this process becomes unsustainable, confidence being 
eroded and the scenario of bank runs. In this system, there needs to be a last resort 
lendor and in place procedures for bankruptcy, restructuring and debt workout. 

Earlier, in the 1950s to 1960s, [20] proposed a system where contracts are 
based on equity instead of debt, and where there is no guarantee of the nominal 
liability values as these are tied to the assets nominal values. This system was 
void of the instability of the conventional banking system. Later, [21] linked 
Metzler’s model to the system of Islamic finance and demonstrated that the Is-
lamic finance system is more stable than the conventional system as it produces 
a saddle point. 

The root of the financial crisis was in the attempt to construct a materialist fi-
nancial system that paid no regard to the issues of limitation and mortality that 
are the realities of human existence [22]. This system was one that had promised 
infinite exponential growth with unbounded consumption. If we look at Islamic 
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finance, a system based on the sharing of both profit and loss, can we assume 
the sequence of events that culminated in such crises could have been avoided? 
[23] answered probably yes. Financial authorities in both the UK and USA 
were not forthcoming about their computation of stress tests, using the tangi-
ble common equity/tangible assets ratio, a 4% ratio that is 25 times leverage of 
assets. The pre-crisis levels of leverage were frequently more than twice this 
level. An equity-based system and profit/loss sharing of tangible assets would 
clearly more than meet this criterion, on reasonable assumption of the contribu-
tion of enterprise, equity being a buffer against failure Overoptimistic estimates 
of the enterprise value would be problematic though, and Islam does not have 
completely developed bankruptcy laws, so failure could diffuse and not be con-
fined to the original investment partners. A situation could arise, such as point f 
in Figure 1, where the entire system is bankrupt, however least on a comparative 
scale to that of conventional finance this is unlikely. 

The underlining principles of Islamic finance are a set of ethical and morals 
values, therefore the debates of Islamic finance as a safer financial system in 
comparison with the global hyper competitive traditional finance practices in-
troduces the ethical and moral dimension that is needed globally. [21] [24] [25] 
[26] points out that an Islamic financial system generates a more stable financial 
market. We are possibly at a turning point where change on all scales is likely to 
happen and new ways of being in the world could arise to fulfil our needs for 
both practical and spiritual compassion. We could cite a number of Quranic 
messages: “God does not change the condition of a people until they change 
their own inner selves” [11]. “Mankind was created as one nation, but they be-
came divided because of differences among them [11].” 
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